
Quarterly/EOC Error Analysis Activity

The most important consideration in error analysis is the quality of the conversations and
justifications that students develop for the answers they chose. Subsequently, the teacher
needs to clarify correct answers and correct any misconceptions. The following activity
was developed with these goals in mind.

1. Using the Data Director Classroom Exam Report select the most frequently
missed questions from the Quarterly/EOC. We recommend between 5-10
questions. (Depending on the length of the exarn, you may be able to cover all the
questions or you may have to pick and choose the most frequently missed.)

2. Hand out the Error Analysis Matrix and have students write down the question
numbers you will be analyzing in the first column.

3. Hand out the Quarterly or EOC exam so each student has a copy. Because the
goal is for students to take a second look, it is recommended that they do not have
access to their own answer document or Data Director results until the activitv is
over.

4. lndependently, students will read through the indicated questions and write down
the "correct" answer in column two of their answer document. At this point
students may change their answer from what they wrote on the test. It is better if
students only have access to the exam and not their EOC answer document so
they truly take a second look at the questions.

5. Next, students will work with a partner to compare answers, come to an
agreement, and decide upon a justification for why they chose that answer. If
students haven't done an error analysis before, you will need to model a
Pair/Share using the "How to Justify Your Answer" box. The goal is to have
students get beyond, "I just guessed" and really think about why an answer may
be correct or incorrect.

6. Have students share out their answers and justifications. This may be done in a
variety of ways; four corners, teacher calls on volunteers, popsicle sticks, etc.
This is the teacher's opportunity to correct misconceptions that may have led to
wrong answers. It is also an excellent time to review test-taking strategies
(eliminating answer choices, discussing the significance of "ALWAYS" and
'NEVER" in a question).
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Error Analysis Matrix

Our
Answer

Justification
Exploin why you chose thot onswer and refer to specific detoils

in the text ond the strotegies you used.

When you ore justifying your onswers, you
need to put more thon, "f guessed" or "f
didn't study." Below qre some exomples you
ccn use to justify your onswers. Feelfreeto
develop your own justificotions os well.

Focus on strotegies:
. f eliminoted the wrong onswer first,

then...
. f wos confused by the wording of the

guestion so f ...
. f norrowed it down to 5O/5O then...

Focus on content:
. f didn't know whot

meont.

f knew so f guessed

ft soys so f thought
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Sompf e Respons es - Grade 9/IO

Step 1 Step 2: With A Portner

tlty
Answer

Our
Answar

Justif icotion
Exploin why you chose thot onswer and ref er to specif ic detoils in the text and

the strotegies you used.

34 B B We norrowed it down to 50/50 ond thought thqt constont is
similor to constoncy.

35 c c Eliminoted wrong onswers ond tested our thinking by osking whot
(e.9. what f eeling? A f eeling of respect or hope).

36 D D Eliminoted obviously wrong onswers ond looked for thebigger
ideq. Answers A,B, qnd C were detoi ls.

37 B B Process of eliminotion ond qsked whot wos the overoll messqge.
This possage is more obout hope thon it is obout o horsh
environment.

Pg
15
#2

5ee
onSwer
doc

See
rewritten
onswer
(ottoched)

We highlighted the following in the prompt: Would you
recommend to someone who is considering leoving their own
country thot they would be hoppy immigroting to the U5? Write
o persuosive essoy in which you ag?ee or disagree: exploin your
reosons precisely: develop you ideos so thot o potentiol immigront
would be persuoded.


